The Guardian® range encompasses
a wide variety of styles, including
traditional English caskets with
delicate designs and high quality
‘American style’ metal caskets. Some
have memory record systems and all
are made to exacting standards.
Within these pages you will find
the perfect choice that honours
the memory of your loved one,
safe in the knowledge that each
casket is created with exceptional
craftsmanship and attention to detail.
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American-style Guardian® Wood & Metal Casket sizes and weights

Metal

Wood

Below are the internal and external sizes of our ‘American style’ Wood and Metal Caskets, measure to
the nearest inch. Along with their weights in kilograms.
External
Length

External
Width

External
Depth

Internal
Length

Internal
Width

Weight (kg)

Senate

83”

28”

23”

78”

23”

123

Sandringham

83”

29”

22”

78”

22”

120

Viscount

83”

28”

23”

77”

22”

115

Winston

83”

28”

23”

78”

23”

100

Belgrave

83”

28”

22”

79”

24”

87

Ambassador Cherry

83”

28”

23”

78”

24”

89

Essence White/Silver/Blue

83”

28”

22”

78”

24”

87

Harvest Oak

83”

28”

22”

78”

23”

90

Passion of Christ - Wood

83”

28”

22”

76”

22”

59

Princeton

83”

28”

22”

78”

23”

111

Heritage

83”

28”

23”

78”

23”

60

Heritage Plus

83”

29”

24”

81”

27”

60

Madison

83”

29”

24”

80”

27”

58

Proventus Hardwood

83”

28”

22”

78”

24”

85

Tribute Hardwood

83”

28”

22”

78”

24”

85

Stewart

83”

28”

22”

78”

24”

57

Eurocraft

76”

25”

21”

72”

20”

53

Virginia

83”

28”

22”

78”

24”

56

Wellington

83”

28”

22”

78”

24”

54

Solaris

83”

28”

23”

79”

23”

123

Lunar

83”

28”

26”

79”

24”

123

Classic Copper

83”

28”

23”

79”

23”

89

Paragon Gold

83”

28”

23”

79”

26”

89

Blue Rise

83”

28”

23”

79”

24”

74

Passion of Christ - Metal

83”

28”

23”

79”

24”

86

Coral Jewel

83”

28”

23”

79”

23”

89

Indigo

83”

28”

23”

79”

23”

89

Churchill

86”

31”

23”

84”

28”

97

Stella Quartz

83”

28”

23”

82”

26”

89

Devotion

83”

28”

23”

79”

24”

85

Nightfall Silver

83”

28”

23”

79”

24”

85

Sunstone

83”

28”

23”

79”

23”

84

Topaz

83”

28”

23”

79”

23”

84

Dynasty

83”

28”

23”

79”

24”

85

Eternal Rose

83”

28”

23”

79”

24”

85

Mercedes

83”

28”

23”

79”

24”

85

Apollo Silver

83”

28”

23”

79”

24”

85

Apollo White

83”

28”

23”

79”

24”

85

Neptune Orchid

83”

28”

23”

79”

24”

85

Neptune Blue

83”

28”

23”

79”

24”

85

Neptune White

83”

28”

23”

79”

24”

85

Neptune Silver

83”

28”

23”

79”

24”

85

Guardian® American-style Wood Caskets
We are proud to offer an extensive line of finely-crafted solid hardwood and veneer caskets, exploring
the world to find superb-quality wood species to satisfy all.
By taking advantage of global sourcing to find premium lumber, we can offer our customers remarkably
beautiful products that appeal to the eye as well as the touch. For optional extras see page 66.

Senate
A solid mahogany casket in a majestic high
gloss cherry finish, the Senate comes with
matching wood bar handles and is fitted with
a floral white velvet interior.

Sandringham
A solid cherry wood casket, with an eyecatching high gloss traditional red finish, the
Sandringham comes with matching wood
swing bar handles and is fitted with a floral
white velvet interior.

Viscount
A solid mahogany casket in high gloss bistro
walnut finish, the imposing Viscount comes
with matching wood bar handles and is fitted
with an almond velvet interior.

For up-to-date stock please visit * All sizes shown to the nearest Inch.
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www.guardiancaskets.co.uk

See sizes and weight on Page 64
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Winston
A cherry wood veneer casket with a satin
bungalow finish, the reassuringly traditional
Winston comes with matching wood swing
handles and is fitted with an elegant eggshell
velvet interior.

Belgrave
A burr wood veneer casket with a traditional
satin Winchester finish, the decorative
Belgrave comes with matching wood swing
bar handles and is fitted with an elegant
eggshell velvet interior.

Ambassador Cherry
A solid cherry wood casket with a high gloss
bistro walnut finish, the classic Ambassador
Cherry comes with matching wood swing bar
handles and is fitted with an almond velvet
interior.

Premium Flat Crucifix
25cmx12 (left) available in
gold or silver
4 x 2 solid brass
or
nameplate, available
Curved Brass Crucifix
on request
32cmx18 (right).
Can be pre-drilled if
requested.

▲

▲

Optional casket accessories;

See sizes and weight on Page 64
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Essence - Our wood coloured range
Essence White

Harvest Oak

A solid alder wood casket in elegant white
with a high gloss finish, the Essence comes
with matching bar handles and a delicate
white crepe interior.

A solid oak wood casket with a lovely
natural satin harvest finish, the Harvest
Oak comes with matching wood bar
handles and is fitted with a delicate
rosetan crepe interior.

Essence Silver

Passion of Christ - Wood

A solid alder wood casket in elegant
silver with a high gloss finish, the Essence
comes with matching bar handles and a
delicate white crepe interior.

A solid paulownia wood casket
with a beautiful high gloss walnut
finish, the Passion of Christ
comes With matching fixed
bar handles and is fitted with a
delicate rosetan crepe interior.
The inside of the casket
lid can show a replica of the
Last Supper painting.

1

2

Essence Blue

Princeton

A solid alder wood casket in elegant
blue with a high gloss finish, the
Essence comes with matching bar
handles and a delicate pale blue
crepe interior.

A solid mahogany casket in a majestic
high gloss cherry finish, the Princeton
comes with a beautiful hand-carved
decorative lid, matching wood bar
handles and is fitted with a white
velvet interior.

See sizes and weight on Page 64
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Heritage

Proventus Hardwood

A solid paulownia wood casket with
a satin mission brown finish and
lovely carved detailing, the Heritage
comes with matching wood swing bar
handles and is fitted with a neat khaki
cross weave interior.

A solid wood casket with a high gloss
Venetian cherry finish, the Proventus
Hardwood comes with decorative
corner panels and is fitted with an
elegant almond interior.
Also available in paulownia.

Heritage Plus

Tribute Hardwood

Larger than the Heritage, the Heritage
plus is a solid paulownia wood casket
with a satin mission brown finish,
lovely carved detailing with matching
wood swing bar handles and is fitted
with a neat khaki cross weave interior.

A solid wood casket with a high gloss
honey brown finish, the classic Tribute
Hardwood comes with matching
wood bar handles and is fitted with an
elegant almond interior.
Also available in paulownia.

Madison

Stewart

A solid paulownia wood casket with a
stylish satin walnut finish, the Madison
comes with matching wood bar
handles and is fitted with a delicate
rosetan crepe interior.

A solid paulownia wood casket with a
traditional high gloss sangria finish, the
Stewart comes with matching wood
bar handles and is fitted with a delicate
rosetan crepe interior.

See sizes and weight on Page 64
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Eurocraft
A smaller version of the Stewart, this solid
paulownia wood casket has a splendid high
gloss sangria finish and comes with matching
wood bar handles and a delicate rosetan
crepe interior.

Virginia
A solid paulownia wood casket with a high
gloss Venetian cherry finish, the Virginia is
fitted with matching wood bar handles and a
delicate rose crepe interior.

Wellington
A solid paulownia wood casket with a gentle
satin walnut finish, the beautiful Wellington
comes with matching wood bar handles and
is fitted with a delicate rosetan crepe interior.

See sizes and weight on Page 64
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Guardian® Printed Interior Panels
We offer an extensive line of personalised cap panels designed and supplied to fit a casket of your choice.
These can be personalised with imagery and wording. Supply a design or idea for us to proof for your
approval as below. Examples shown on an American-style wood and metal casket.

Example design options;

Family Moments
74

Places & Landscapes

Art & Religion

Sports & Hobbies
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Guardian® American-style Metal Caskets

Classic Copper

Our range of exceptional quality metal ‘American Style’ caskets, offering a distinctive and elegant feel
to any funeral arrangement. This range comes in various colours and finishes including bronze, copper,
classic gold and white. These caskets are suitable for burial only. Unless specified, caskets are suitable for
repatriation.
Solaris

A solid copper casket in brown
with a natural brush finish, the
reassuringly traditional Classic Copper
is fitted with contrasting bar handles,
decorative corner panels and an
almond velvet interior.

A stunning 48oz solid bronze metal casket in a high
polish finish. The Solaris is fitted with gold chromed
aluminium bar handles, and is fitted with a champagne
citation velvet interior. Comes with care pack
(includes certification, key, polish and gloves).

Paragon Gold
A solid bronze casket with a black
natural brush finish, the standout
Paragon Gold has a wonderful twotone effect, decorative handle supports
and is fitted with a luxurious white
velvet interior.

Luna
A 20 gauge stainless steel metal casket in a high
polish finish. Fitted with silver chromed aluminium bar
handles, and a white velvet interior. Comes with care
pack (includes certification, key, polish and gloves).

Blue Rise
A silver stainless steel casket in a
luminous blue brush, the Blue Rise
is fitted with bold bar handles and
supports and comes fitted with a sky
blue velvet interior.

See sizes and weight on Page 64
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Passion of Christ - Metal

Churchill

An 18-gauge steel casket in a tiger-eye
finish, the Passion of Christ has lovely corner
detailing and handle supports and is fitted
with an almond velvet interior.

An 18-gauge steel casket in a tigereye finish, the impressive Churchill has
contrasting bar handles, lovely corner
detailing and comes fitted with a luxurious
almond velvet interior.

1

2

Coral Jewel

Stella Quartz

An 18-gauge steel casket in lilac with a
serene natural brush finish, the Coral Jewel
has contrasting bar handles and supports and
is fitted with a misty rose velvet interior.

An 18-gauge steel casket with a delightful
bronze and antique copper brush finish,
the Stella Quartz has contrasting swing
bar handles and is fitted with an almond
velvet interior.

Indigo

Devotion

An 18-gauge steel casket in indigo silver,
the impressive Indigo has contrasting bar
handles and supports and is fitted with a
white velvet interior.

An 18-gauge steel casket in white with
a lovely gold brushed finish, the stylish
Devotion has contrasting swing bar handles
and supports and is fitted with a luxurious
white crepe interior.

See sizes and weight on Page 64
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Nightfall silver
An 18-gauge steel silver and black
casket, the imposing Nightfall Silver has
matching bar handles and decorative
corners and is fitted with a luxurious
white crepe interior.

Sunstone
An 18-gauge steel casket in light
orchid with a natural brush
finish, the Sunstone has a
delightful golden trim, contrasting
swing bar handles, decorative
corner supports and is fitted
with a luxurious misty rose
crepe interior.

Topaz
An 18-gauge steel casket in
sandstone, the Topaz comes with
decorative swing bar handles and
corner supports and is fitted
with a luxurious rosetan
crepe interior.

See sizes and weight on Page 64
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Dynasty

Apollo Silver

An 18-gauge steel casket in sandstone,
the Topaz comes with decorative
swing bar handles and corner supports
and is fitted with a luxurious rosetan
crepe interior.

An 18-gauge steel casket in stellar
silver, the Apollo Silver has decorative
fixed bar handles and supports and
is fitted with a luxurious white crepe
interior.

Eternal Rose

Apollo White

An 18-gauge steel casket in white with
a pink trim, the lovely Eternal Rose
has decorative fixed bar handles and
corner supports and is fitted with a
misty rose crepe interior.

An 18-gauge steel casket in pristine
white, the Apollo White has
decorative fixed bar handles and
supports and is fitted with a luxurious
white crepe interior.

Mercedes

Neptune Orchid

An 18-gauge steel casket in white
and tea-rose, the charming Mercedes
has contrasting decorative fixed bar
handles and corner supports and is
fitted with a misty rose crepe interior.

A 20-gauge steel casket in lilac, the
pretty Neptune Orchid has decorative
fixed bar handles and supports and is
fitted with a luxurious misty rose crepe
interior.

See sizes and weight on Page 64
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Neptune Blue
A 20-gauge steel casket in monarch
blue, the majestic Neptune Blue
is fitted with contrasting fixed bar
handles and supports and is fitted with
a luxurious sky blue crepe interior.

Neptune White
A 20-gauge steel casket in pristine
white, the Neptune White has a lovely
gold trim detail and is fitted with fixed
bar handles and supports and is fitted
with a luxurious white crepe interior.

Neptune Silver
A 20-gauge steel casket in stellar silver,
the stunning Neptune Silver is fitted
with matching fixed bar handles and
supports and is fitted with a luxurious
white crepe interior.

See sizes and weight on Page 64
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Oakland Solid English Caskets

Oakland Veneered English Caskets
All our caskets are made individually by a dedicated cabinet maker to ensure the highest standards. Using
the best furniture grade veneers and solid woods, they are manufactured in a standard size of
6 ft 2” inches x 22” x 14” & 6 ft 4” X 24” x 14”. Other sizes can be made by special request. Fitted for cremation
or burial using a choice of coloured casket sets. Veneer caskets are fitted with a ply base unless specified
otherwise. All FFMA certified.
Hampton
A mahogany style veneer casket
with half round raised panel sides,
ends and lid.

Our traditional English caskets are individually made by our team of dedicated cabinet makers based at
our factory in the North East of England. All are made using the finest graded timber sourced from well
managed and sustainable forests. Fitted inside to your specification in a selection of colours. Solid wood
caskets are fitted with a solid pine base unless specified otherwise. All FFMA certified.
Chester
A solid oak casket with square panels to sides and ends with raised lid.
F.S.C. Oak may be specified if required.

Langley
An oak veneer casket
with raised swing lid.
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Windsor

Canterbury

An attractive mahogany style veneer casket with fluted decorative corner pillars and statesmen raised swing lid.
Polished in a medium Mahogany, to a high gloss finish.

A solid oak English casket with a single piece raised lid and refined decorative panels to the sides and the ends. It
also features decorative corner pillars. The Canterbury is shown here with a raised name plate
and casket handles.
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“For pleasures past I do not
grieve, nor perils gathering near;
My greatest grief is that I leave
nothing that claims a tear.”

Ripon
A solid oak casket with decorative panels to
the sides, feature corner pillars and a swing
raised lid.

Lord Byron

Buckingham
A superior solid mahogany style hardwood
casket with decorative panels to the sides
and ends, fluted corner pillars and split swing
statesmen raised lid. This handsome casket
is polished in a medium mahogany high gloss
finish and is shown here with casket handles.
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The Guardian® range encompasses
a wide variety of styles, including
traditional English caskets with
delicate designs and high quality
‘American style’ metal caskets. Some
have memory record systems and all
are made to exacting standards.
Within these pages you will find
the perfect choice that honours
the memory of your loved one,
safe in the knowledge that each
casket is created with exceptional
craftsmanship and attention to detail.
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